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TRADITIONAL LENDERS LOOKING TO EXPAND THEIR MARKET SHARE ARE 
SEEKING WAYS TO GROW THEIR BUSINESS WITHOUT INCREASING RISK TO 
THEIR PORTFOLIO. IN PARTICULAR, LENDERS INTERESTED IN SERVICING 
NON-TRADITIONAL CONSUMERS MAY VERY WELL FIND THAT NEW DATA 
PROVIDES THEM WITH FRESH INSIGHTS. THIS DATA CAN HELP IDENTIFY 
NEW CUSTOMERS, MITIGATE LOSSES AND PRICE LOANS MORE PROFITABLY.

T H E  I M P O R T A N C E  O F  A LT E R N A T I V E  D A T A  T O  L E N D E R S ’  C R E D I T  S T R A T E G Y
Determining an effective credit strategy or plan that establishes objectives guiding the lender’s credit-granting activities is 
key to modern lenders. In today’s market, that means looking at additional or alternative data that can help fill in the gaps 
of consumer profiles. In fact, 44 percent of lenders recently polled by FactorTrust said alternative data is somewhat to very 
important to their credit strategy. Nearly 30 percent of lenders have begun to test the possibility of using alternative data or 
plan to investigate its use in the upcoming year. See Chart 1.

It also means giving non-traditional consumers more thorough consideration. By leveraging often-overlooked insights 
into the habits of underbanked buyers, investors can unearth new viable, non-traditional customers. Through ongoing and 
long-term research of underbanked consumers, FactorTrust can point to many specific findings that help give an overall 
portrayal of underbanked consumer behavior. For instance, FactorTrust research shows that there is significant increase in 
short-term loan borrowing during the fourth quarter of the year, primarily driven by the holiday shopping season.   
See Chart 2.
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While traditional bureaus provide what they consider alternative data that includes public records available to anyone, 
FactorTrust is differentiated by alternative credit data, with more than 250 million unique, behavioral and transactional data 
points untapped by the Big 3.

FactorTrust provides proprietary alternative data solutions in fields even beyond alternative credit data, including 
employment and bank account verification solutions, and alternative credit risk scores. FactorTrust also partners with other 
alternative data providers to broaden its suite of solutions for the benefit of its lending clients.

Insights gathered from social media data also hold potential for lenders and other businesses and can likewise play a part 
in better understanding—and even influencing—consumer behavior. Purchasing preference, consumer satisfaction, network 
influence, even potential fraudulent behaviors can be detected through social media data. However, because of regulatory 
compliance requirements in the consumer financial services industry, a line has been drawn around data that can be used 
for credit decisions involving potential adverse action, including when a consumer is declined for credit.

Another potential source of predictive information is behavioral finance data. This data may be collected through financial 
literacy programs to help determine a consumer’s credit worthiness based on their interactions and engagement with the 
program.

P R O F I L E S  O F  N O N - T R A D I T I O N A L  B O R R O W E R S
Non-traditional borrowers are most often identified with the term “underbanked.” The Federal Reserve describes this term 
as consumers that have had a depository account (one where money can be deposited and withdrawn), but also used at 
least one alternative financial service (AFS) in the prior year1.  See Chart 3.
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  1 https://www.federalreserve.gov/2015-report-economic-well-being-us-households-201605.pdf
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“Alternative financial services” are typically comprised of 
services used most often by consumers with subprime 
credit (a classification of borrowers with limited or 
damaged credit history). These services are not typically 
captured in traditional credit reporting, and primarily 
include short-term loans and auto title loans.

Incidentally, with recent changes in the AFS industry—
driven in large part by regulatory pressure—short-term 
loans do not necessarily equate to payday loans, as they 
have in the past. Many of these lenders have transitioned 
to offering larger, unsecured installment loan products. 
These generally have annual percentage rates (APRs) 
above 36 percent, and are shorter in term than most 
traditional unsecured loans (about three-to-nine months). 
They originate either online or in a storefront setting, and 
the loan amounts often range from one- to five-thousand 
dollars, which is between the size of a payday loan and most traditional unsecured loans captured at the Big 3 bureaus. 

As the industry continues its transformation, lenders that use alternative credit bureaus can expect to see more and more 
of these types of installment loans in their applicants’ alternative credit files when they assess alternative credit data. 
FactorTrust is positioned to collect this data, which will otherwise go uncollected by other bureaus.

U N D E R B A N K E D  F O O T P R I N T
While underbanked is often perceived as “off the grid,” most of these non-traditional, underbanked borrowers actually have 
footprints at both an alternative credit bureau and the traditional Big 3 credit bureaus. A study by FactorTrust of consumers 
recently having applied for alternative credit, found that:

• Ninety-six percent of the underbanked consumers were in the Big 3 bureaus

• Sixty-nine percent had thick files (five or more traditional trades) that included non-traditional tradelines that were not 
in the Big 3 credit file

• Twenty-seven percent had thin files (less than five traditional trades) that included non-traditional tradelines that were 
not in the Big 3 credit file 

• Two percent were found only at FactorTrust, with no trace of a traditional credit file. For these consumers, their only 
credit history would be found outside of Big 3 bureaus.

This research indicates that nearly 80 percent of non-traditional borrowers have all or some of their credit history residing 
outside of the Big 3 bureaus. As such, a Big 3 credit file only illustrates a portion of these consumers’ financial landscape. 
See Chart 4.
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N O N - T R A D I T I O N A L  C O N S U M E R S  S N A P S H O T

Reporting from Traditional Credit Bureau

On average, non-traditional borrowers’ credit profiles include about 13 total tradelines (credit accounts) in their history at a 
traditional Big 3 bureau. About 3.7 of these are open and active at any given time. These consumers are considered credit 
active in mainstream credit outlets that report to the Big 3 bureaus. 

Non-traditional borrowers average nearly five inquiries in traditional credit verticals in a 12-month period. This is a stronger 
credit hungriness than is usual in the general population.

However, the most striking characteristic of non-traditional borrowers is in their delinquency profile. Just over half had 
a delinquency in the past 24 months, and just over half also had a collection item in the past 12 months, both signs of 
subprime and even deep subprime profiles. This credit voracity, high rates of delinquency and lower number of tradelines 
interrelate to describe these consumers’ borrowing habits.
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Add to these findings non-traditional borrowers’ alternative credit bureau profiles. These tradelines and inquiries are unique 
and additive to what is found at the Big 3 credit bureaus.

Typically, alternative credit files would find two-to-three additional tradelines, and only a small share of those would be open 
and active at any given time. This is attributed to short-term lenders’ wariness of loan stacking, where consumers take out 
multiple short-term loans within a short window of time, effectively increasing the consumer’s risk of being delinquent. 
Real-time reporting of loan information helps detect loan stacking, as does the common scrub by short-term lenders who 
check for the presence of an open, short-term loan at the time of application.

FactorTrust has found that non-traditional borrowers have nearly as many loan inquiries at alternative credit bureaus as 
at traditional ones. This makes sense, given the credit voracity of underbanked borrowers and their potentially greater 
difficulty being approved for traditional credit products. 

To that end, the inquiry stage of the alternative credit data process is of particular benefit to traditional lenders. 

While standard data—SSN, name, address, phone number—are collected on alternative credit inquiries, several additional 
fields are captured on loan applications compared to traditional credit applications. These include:

• employer name, 

• payroll type,

• payroll frequency (for lender to determine repayment rhythms), 

• bank account ABA and DDA numbers (captured when borrowers submit to automated drafting of loan payments by 
the lender)

• email address (captured for online loan applications.)

The consistency and stability of these historical data points from employment, bank account and contact information are 
attributed and leveraged as additional tools in the alternative credit process when weighing applicant risks. 

Furthermore, alternative credit profiles for non-traditional borrowers provide default and collection behaviors, as well. 
The prevalence of these delinquencies compared to a traditional bureau is fairly in proportion to the number of tradelines 
found at each. Also important is the fact that non-traditional borrowers regularly demonstrate adequate repayment of their 
alternative loans. Therefore, alternative credit bureau files containing satisfactorily paid loans often serve as an asset to 
non-traditional borrowers seeking credit.

NON-TRADITIONAL BORROWERS REGULARLY DEMONSTRATE ADEQUATE 
REPAYMENT OF THEIR ALTERNATIVE LOANS.  THEREFORE,  ALTERNATIVE 
CREDIT BUREAU FILES CONTAINING SATISFACTORILY PAID LOANS OFTEN 
SERVE AS AN ASSET TO NON-TRADITIONAL BORROWERS SEEKING CREDIT.
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A more complete and comprehensive credit profile is the end-result when traditional bureau and alternative bureau findings 
are compiled together. The non-traditional borrower’s comprehensive credit profile has nearly 20 percent more tradelines 
and nearly double the number of inquiries, not to mention the rich stability information captured on the alternative loan 
applications.

The percent of consumers newly identified as having delinquencies or collections doesn’t rise as drastically. Of equal 
importance is all the satisfactory loan payment behavior captured in the consumer’s alternative bureau file that he/she 
should get credit for when applying in mainstream verticals.

P U B L I C  R E C O R D  P R O F I L E S  O F  N O N - T R A D I T I O N A L  B O R R O W E R S
Non-traditional borrowers have distinct behaviors and financial styles, even when considered within the walls of a 
traditional bureau. Public record data can offer a great deal of insight on non-traditional borrowers. 

For one, these consumers are considerably more likely to have a bankruptcy in their history than the general population. In 
fact, nearly 15 percent of them do. 

Additionally, nearly 44 percent have a derogatory public record of some kind in their recent past, which can include 
bankruptcy, judgments and/or tax liens.

Coincidentally, another 44 percent have also changed addresses in the last 24 months, and this tendency towards low 
address stability correlates with FactorTrust’s own address stability metrics on this population. See Chart 5.
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One of the strengths of a public record data source is that it can typically capture data points of some kind on most 
consumers, underbanked or not. Even the lack of public records, such as property ownership, can correlate with credit risk 
and FactorTrust has seen this type of data yield predictive enhancements to its models, particularly through the identity 
stability characteristics captured through public records.

However, the drawback to public record data is the lack of a behavioral component, as changes to public record profiles 
usually occur more slowly than changes to a credit file, by virtue of the types of data points being measured. Furthermore, 
with the context of public record attributes being largely outside of the credit domain, there is little financial insight to draw 
when attempting to use such data to predict the outcomes of credit transactions.

Consider the impact that public record data makes, for instance, in enhancing an alternative credit score designed to predict 
whether a lender can recover delinquent debts from consumers that have gone into collections. See Chart 6.

In this scenario, within the population of delinquent consumers that are a hit to the alternative credit bureau (comprising 
about 80 percent of the sample), layering in public record data drives about a six percent lift in Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) 
(the statistic used to measure the ability to distinguish those consumers most likely to pay versus those least likely to pay.) 
This lift is nice but marginal in light of the K-S achieved using a model driven solely by alternative credit attributes.

Where the public record data shows the greatest value, is in its ability to expand the score-able population to almost 100 
percent, a 25 percent relative lift in coverage, by scoring consumers that are not found at the alternative credit bureau. 
However, the predictive power generated when using public record data alone in this population is less than half that of the 
model driven by credit data alone in the hit population. 
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There is a clear tradeoff between the expanded coverage and the limited predictive power. Public record data as an 
alternative data source offers advantages for expanding coverage and identifying stability attributes, yet its lack of 
predictive power and its dissimilarity to credit outcomes limit its usage as the go-to-alternative data source.

PUBLIC RECORD DATA AS AN ALTERNATIVE DATA SOURCE OFFERS 
ADVANTAGES FOR EXPANDING COVERAGE AND IDENTIFYING 
STABILITY ATTRIBUTES,  YET ITS LACK OF PREDICTIVE POWER AND ITS 
DISSIMILARITY TO CREDIT OUTCOMES LIMIT ITS USAGE AS THE  
GO-TO-ALTERNATIVE DATA SOURCE.

I N T E G R A T I N G  A LT E R N A T I V E  C R E D I T  D A T A  I N T O  T R A D I T I O N A L  L E N D I N G 
S T R A T E G I E S :  A N  E N H A N C E M E N T,  N O T  A  R E P L A C E M E N T
There is no one right way for lenders to integrate alternative data. In fact, there are several effective scenarios, including 
using alternative data with:

• a traditional, decision-tree form,

• a dual matrix against a traditional credit score or model,

• an ingredient in their own credit model, or

• an event-based trigger.

Additionally, traditional lenders should not approach alternative credit data as a replacement for an incumbent traditional 
credit source. Rather, traditional lenders should view alternative credit data as a credible piece of the overall profile that has 
historically been overlooked by solely using traditional data.

Just like a traditional credit file, an alternative credit file contains information on satisfactory and unsatisfactory payment on 
loans, inquiry frequency, balances, high credit amounts, etc. These alternative credit characteristics, along with stability and 
employment characteristics captured by FactorTrust, have great potential to adjust the lender’s ultimate pricing or approve/
decline decision to a higher or lower tier of the decision strategy.
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To illustrate, consider another scenario: An auto lender’s applicant decisioning strategy is driven solely by traditional credit 
data. Alternative credit data is then overlaid both within the approve population and the decline population. Within the 
decline population, FactorTrust conducts reject inferencing using an industry-standard parceling technique to infer what the 
risk likely will be, if the declined applicants actually are approved. For both approvals and declines, markedly lower-risk and 
higher-risk subpopulations are identified using alternative credit data. See Chart 7.

A right-pricing opportunity is identified within the approval population. With alternative credit data added to the mix, the 
lender discovers potential to increase the volume of a lower-risk credit tier by 26 percent, through swapping up approvals 
from a worse-risk tier. Consumers in the swap-up group demonstrate positive short-term loan performance and solid 
consumer stability characteristics within their alternative credit file. To the lender, this swap-up opportunity presents the 
potential to expand its business with this swap-up group, as the lower-risk tier offers more flexible loan-to-value (LTV) 
requirements, lower APRs, and hence, higher conversion rates of the borrowers offered these deals. The risk level of the 
loans is also indirectly improved by the more favorable pricing that the swapped-up consumers receive. It is a win-win.
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Chart 7
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A second right-pricing opportunity is identified in this scenario, as well. However, in the opposite direction. In this case, 
the lender is able to identify a consumer group that has a 3-X loss multiple between the hit- and no-hit populations to 
alternative credit data. This swap is like the first example, in that the lender can still approve the consumers but with the 
deal structure that is the most appropriate, given the true risk profile of the consumers. This swap is only made possible by 
layering alternative credit data into the traditional credit framework.

And yet, a final third opportunity involves a cohort of applicants within the traditional credit decline pool that has markedly 
low-risk profiles when assessed with alternative credit data. Again, positive repayment performance and solid stability 
metrics merit these consumers a second chance. Giving these rejected applicants a second look yields the potential to 
increase the volume in the lender’s lowest approval grade by 12 percent. 

Just like with a traditional credit file, an alternative credit file contains information on satisfactory and unsatisfactory 
payment on loans, inquiry frequency, balances and high credit amounts. These alternative credit characteristics, along 
with stability and employment characteristics captured by FactorTrust, have great potential to adjust the lender’s ultimate 
pricing or approve/decline decision to a higher or lower tier of the decision strategy.

S U M M A R Y
In summary, FactorTrust suggests traditional lenders begin by conceptually exploring the universe of alternative credit data. 
Learn what providers are available, the nature of that data and how it could help achieve or exceed performance goals. 

Next, traditional lenders should evaluate the power of alternative credit data through retro tests on their historical portfolios. 
Such tests on traditional credit data can be conducted with the help of the Big 3 bureaus; and FactorTrust offers the same 
robust retro-scoring capabilities of its alternative credit data. 

Lenders will unearth insights about which aspects of applicants’ alternative credit histories are most correlated with 
positive or negative performance outcomes in their unique population. FactorTrust’s top-notch, in-house analytics team 
collaborates with lenders to design and conduct the analysis, and helps lenders interpret and quantify how the results tie 
back to their bottom lines.

Finally, after determining where and how alternative credit data should be woven into their decision strategies, traditional 
lenders should proceed to implementation. The technology component of this process can sometimes present a 
bottleneck, and the timing of the implementation stage can be lengthy.

To help ease the burden, FactorTrust’s experienced customer care team actively helps lenders integrate directly via 
FactorTrust’s application program interface (API). Alternatively, lenders can call their traditional bureau representative to ask 
them how they can access FactorTrust data through their platform.
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F A C T O R T R U S T:  A  P A R T N E R  L I G H T I N G  T H E  P A T H  T O  O P P O R T U N I T Y 
FactorTrust ensures success by providing a scoring model built on unique data with a team of in-house predictive analytics 
experts and statisticians with extensive experience in consumer credit. With the ability to analyze more than 1,000 existing 
and derived data attributes, scoring is accurate and dependable.

The main difference between the Big 3 credit reporting agencies and FactorTrust is that FactorTrust compiles 
comprehensive data on the underbanked through direct integration relationships with non-traditional lenders reporting 
inquiries and credit performance data in real-time. FactorTrust has gathered additional intelligence and insights by 
complementing its unique data with public and private records, sanctions and identity-related information.

Information from these sources further augments FactorTrust’s unique data and allows it to score anyone, especially the 
underbanked.

A report by the Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI) shows revenue from interest and fees paid by the 
underbanked exceeds $89 billion annually 2. Within this growing segment in the U.S., there exists an enormous opportunity. 
For more, visit ws.factortrust.com or call 866-910-8497.

  2 http://www.cfsinnovation.com/CMSPages/GetFile.aspx?guid=b072ca69-4f59-4097-b104-9983f716c9c9


